How to Pitch in 60 Seconds!
A Program To Get You Noticed And Funded

*An Interactive Session with Liz Goodgold*

It seems as if every workshop on pitching your idea focuses on creating, beautifying, and organizing the deck, but where the heck is the information on WHAT to say? You need a sexy 60-second soundbite that creates interest from the get-go. With Liz as your guide, you get red hot, on-the-spot ideas that really work.

**Key Takeaways from This Program**

Jump in for a wild ride as Liz works with you independently and in groups to master how to:

1. Jumpstart your presentation so that your audience actually puts down their phone and listens to you!
2. Practice your spiel so that your pitch, pause, and pace hit the right note.
3. Formulate sexy soundbites for your new idea or product so that you, investors, and prospects remember it!
4. Discover mnemonic techniques that earn “flawless recall.”

**Turning Ho-Hum Speeches Into Gung-Ho Events!**

Liz recognizes that in a digitally distracted world, interaction, entertainment, and engagement are essentials of every talk. From Beijing to Boston, this firebrand brings down the house!

**BOOK LIZ TODAY!**